
Y9 iMedia - Autumn 1 – Adobe Fireworks

Section A: Key vocabulary

Vocab Definition

Target Audience A particular group at which a 
product is aimed.

Purpose
The reason for which something is 

done or created.

Colour Scheme

Colour is used to show a mood, 

theme or feeling. 

Typography

Typography is the art of arranging 

letters and text in a way that makes 

the copy legible, clear, and visually 

appealing to the reader. 

Sourcing 

A place, person, or thing from which 

something originates or can be 

obtained by referencing them. 

Processes
A series of actions or steps taken in 

order to achieve a particular end.

Techniques 
A technique is a method of doing 

something.

Section B: Tool/Software Section C: Shortcuts and keys

Adobe Fireworks: Common tools 

Select tool (pointer): 
select objects by 
clicking or dragging 
selection area around 
objects

Subselection tool: 
select, move, or 
change points on a 
path or an object in a 
group

Magic Wand tool: 
select pixels of similar 
colours

Lasso tool: 
select pixels in a 
freeform/edged 
shape

Marquee tool: 
select pixels in the 
form of a 
rectangle/ellipse

Line tool:
draw out lines 

Pen tool:
plot points to 
draw straight 
and curved 
lines

Text tool:
enters textShape tool:

Draw out shapes. Click hold 
to get Rectangle, Ellipse, 
Star, Polygon, Arrow, 
Rounded, Dounuts

Stroke/Outline:
A stroke refers to the outline of an object/path. In the properties 
colour, size, type of stroke (hard line, airbrush, calligraphy, 
crayon, etc.) can be formatted. Pencil icon.

Fill:
A fill refers to the interior of an object/path. In the properties 
colour, type of fill (solid, gradient, pattern), texture, and 
transparency can be formatted. Bucket icon.

When selected and object/path/text 
properties found at the bottom.  

Text:
In the properties fonts, colour, size, emphasis, texture, 
transparency, alignment, spacing can be formatted. 

Save current file Ctrl + S

Copy Ctrl + c

Paste Ctrl + v

Cut Ctrl + x

Undo Ctrl + z

Redo Ctrl + y

Select all Ctrl + a

Deselect Ctrl + d 

Transform, Resize, Rotate Ctrl + t

Group objects together Ctrl + g

Zoom (In & Out) Ctrl + Scroll on the mouse 

Bring object forward Ctrl + UP arrow

Send object back Ctrl + DOWN arrow

Keeping proportion the 

same (even, straight, 

snapping rotation) 

Holding Shift 

Key Name

Windows key

Control 

Tab

Shift

Alt



Y9 iMedia - Autumn 2 – Adobe Photoshop

Section A: Key vocabulary

Vocab Definition

Pixel Is a tiny square of with a specific colour.
When pixels come together they form a 
digital image. These calculate the quality, the 
amount of colours and the size of the image. 
More pixels means better quality however, 
bigger file size. 

Bitmap/Raster An image file format that is made up of pixels. 
When viewed from afar, creates an overall 
image. Zooming in, or stretched to be bigger, 
will make it loose quality showing the pixels 
the image is made out of. 

Vectors

An image file format that is made up of 

mathematical formulas such as points, curves 

and lines. This allow for the image to be 

scalable without loosing quality. 

File extension

Is a suffix at the end of a computer file, for 

example .jpg, .png, .ppt, ect. They all have 

different advantages and disadvantages 

depending on the design brief. 

.jpeg

A commonly used file type for digital images, 

particularly for those images produced by 

digital photography.

.PNG
A file type used to offer transparent 

background for digital images.

.GIF 

A file type used create an animation through 

a collection of images played in sequence to 

appear to like something is move. 

.PSD

A file type used as a master for a digital image 

created with multiple layers, text, graphics, 

and images. These can be altered with tools 

and effects. These would then be saved to 

different file type once completed to 

compress the file size, JPEG, GIF, PNG, etc.

Section B: Tool/Software Section C: Shortcuts and keys

Adobe Photoshop: Common tools Save current file Ctrl + S

Copy Ctrl + c

Paste Ctrl + v

Cut Ctrl + x

Undo once Ctrl + z

Undo more times Crtl + Alt + z

Redo Ctrl + Shift + z

Select all Ctrl + a

Deselect Ctrl + d 

Transform, Resize, Rotate Ctrl + t

Group objects together Ctrl + g

Zoom (In & Out) Ctrl + Alt + Scroll on the 

mouse 

Bring object forward Ctrl + UP arrow

Send object back Ctrl + DOWN arrow

Keeping proportion the 

same (even, straight, 

snapping rotation) 

Holding Shift 

Key Name

Windows key

Control 

Tab

Shift

Alt

Select tool (pointer): select objects by clicking 
or dragging selection area around objects
Marquee tool: select pixels in the form of a 
rectangle/ellipse
Lasso tool: select pixels in a freeform/edged 
shape
Magic Wand tool: select pixels of similar 
colours

Brush/Pencil tool: draw freehand lines
Clone Stamp tool: paints one part of an image 
over another part 
Erase tool: erases pixel
Gradient/Paint Bucket tool: fills a selection 
with a color or with a pattern
Burn/Dodge/Sponge tool: lighten or darken 
areas of the image

Pen tool: plot points to draw straight and 
curved lines
Text tool: enters text
Select/ Subselection tool: select 
objects/paths or points by clicking or dragging 
selection area
Shape/ Line tool: draw out shapes. Click hold 
to get Rectangle, Ellipse, Line, Rounded and 
custom. 
Colour picker tool: samples color to designate 
a new foreground, background or selection 
colour.

On the right side of Adobe Photoshop are the 
Layers. A layer is any object or element in a 
composition,  an image, text, or a shape. 
Layers stack on top of each other and make up 
all kinds of digital images and graphic designs.


